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CERNAK 
1973-74 First lived in Vienna, began studying Bosch, Brueghel, and the Viennese School of Fantastic Real-
ism and techniques of oil and gouache painting. 
1975-77 B.A. at University of Queensland. Majored in Fine Arts and History. Began a Masters in Urban 
Regional Planning, and held first two exhibitions - Schonnel Gallery at the University and the 
Toowong Gallery- before leaving again for Vienna. 
1977-78 Lived in Vienna, studied further in the museums in Florence and Venice; wrote a book, painted. 
1978-82 Established the Artworkers Union and helped establish the Poets Union in Queensland. Held 
twelve exhibitions over this time. Employed as Community Arts Officer for the Brisbane City 
Council 1981. Exhibited mainly at the Terrace, Design Arts Centre, Young Masters and Spring 
Hill Galleries, final two shows were the Immaculate Art and the Orpheus works, before leaving 
for Sydney. Participated in the Leichhardt Performance Festival, held an exhibition at the Mori 
Gallery, worked as illustrator for the Sydney Morning Herald before leaving for Vienna. 
1982-83 Lived in Vienna after a period working with a journalist from the Sydney Morning Herald in Lon-
don, Edinburgh, the Orkneys, Paris and Upper Austria. Painted two major gouache series on the 
thirteen month pagan calendar (in preparation for The Fall) and The Evolution of the Idea of God 
in the Western World, based on research on the Merowingian and Lombardian history of images. 
Briefly studied Russian while working part-time at the U.N. 
1983-85 Lived two years in St. Kilda painting The Fall which was launched in 'The Abbey', Armadale, on 
26 May 1985, the culmination of fifteen years of collation of imagery and research. Some re-
source material and 'maps', guides to de-coding the symbolism and its sources were produced, a' 
video and sound-track made available and a lengthy text written to accompany the 65 foot long 
canvas. Included in the Women 150 catalogue. Lectures on its making and meaning in the Abbey 
and in Colleges were given. 
Painted The Banquet as a postscript to the central Wedding panel of The Fall, presented it with 
text at the Caulfield Arts Centre in August. 
Painted The St. Antony Temptations, moving the traditional theme into the Australian desert and 
into a feminist framework. A small paper on the background of a St. Antony was produced .. 
Began painting work from the First and Second Books of Adam and Eve. Support: Dole and 
·Freelance illustration and graphic work. 
I. 
GENERAL INTRODUCflON: The thirteen panels begin at dawn, progressing through a day and a night until 
they reach the false dawn at No.l3 (The Ship of Fools) which adjoins No.I (The Artist). A number of themes 
are stated in No.I which explores the concept of ·a fall' - fall from grace, fall from power. These include the 
fall of the artist, the fall of the city, of Eve, of Adam, of the (matriarchal) calendar, of Queenship. The fact 
that the artist is represented as creator indicates both a modern viewpoint and an ancient religious one. The 
initial meaning of the nan1e of the Goddess (Miry am)= rebellion. 
It is important to be aware that this is a circuit, not a lateral painting, and although it is numbered first, No.I 
is not independ~nt of nuntbers 13 or 1. It represents the metaphorical sign before the inspiration which be-
gins at No.2. 
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N0.2: Eve, as the mother of all things - including the alphabet - gives birth to herself. Each of the panels 
takes some of its con1positional elements from its relevant letter of tbe,hebraic alphabet, in this case Beth. 
This panel has an especially strong construction based on the •morgenstern' and unlike all the othen, could 
stand alone as an individual painting. This suggests Eve's pre-eminence. Eve herself and all the creatures in 
this panel are in pairs. The sugg\!stion of parth(nogenesis {self birth) is allied to the concept of artistic creat-
ivity. 
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3. 
N0.3: This is the first of three points (3, 9 and 12) at which a specific fall occurs. This panel represents the 
fall of 'knowledge' of women's secret knowledge insofar as they used this knowledge to control their environ-
ment (earth, fife, air and water). The theft of fir~ syntbolizes 'this fall and the city elements {Brisbane, 
St. Kilda) are a premonition of the city's fall {by fire) in No.9. 
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N0.4: Participation and ev&:ntually domination by mal&:s in family life. Opposites occur which herald the 
on~t of patriarchal society: the two Adam~, the two Eves, nature. versus industrialization. 
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N0.5: The continuation and cubnination of the procession which leads up to the wedding. This panel 
exists as a transition between 4 and 6, from the old world to the ~ew, from the birth of Adam to the Wedding 
proper. 
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N0.6: This panel and No.7 are the central in1ages (The Wedding and the Celebration of the Sabbath). The 
Wedding is a legal confirmation of the fall from power, institutin& new laws which govern the family. Cf 
Last Supper. 
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N0.7: Co1npositionally very stable, being based on a metronome, a. miniature of which is at (9). 
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N0.8: Begins the second half of the cycle. Repeats the Holy Trinity Motif from the Lucifer painting. 20th 
Century characterized by Rousseau's War. Images from the Wedding Party reappear, along with the double 
pillars of the temple. The small sleeping figures refer to the great nun1ber of passive and provocatively sexual 
roles artists have given won1en as sleepers. Only starlight enters, with the result that the colours are shadowy. 
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THE VISION 9. 
N0.9: Partly done in encaustic (wax). Lucifer reappears in the Air section. The vision represents a meta-
phorical fall: a city that was paradise becoming inferno. The. four elements tum on their axis. This panel 
contains 9 spheres, one of which is the clockface (at 9). Its spinning motion is emphasised by the fact that 
it may be joined to Nos.8 and 1 0 either this way up, or inverted. 
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THE DREAM I 0. 
NO.lO: Symbolic of the dream-state where the central Eve-like f~gure stands upright in an upside down 
world. The images of reality (Brisbane, Latrobe Valley, Orkney Islands) become mixed with the images of 
the fantastic, as in Bosch's Garden uf Earthly Delights and the Temptations of St. Antony in the Desert, 
traditional exan1ples of drean1 images, ~himeras, and fantastic beasts. 
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NO.I I: Syn1bolic crucifictions, r~pre~nting the brok~n nu&~~ of th~ law. The laws of the old aods are 
symbolized by the golden thread of Ariadne, which led Th~~us tbrou&h tbe labyrinth, lair of the Minotaur. 
The Minot.tur represents the heart of the m~ze where an initiate performs a reli&ious ritual, resultina in the 
confenin& of secret knowledge, in this case, the law. 
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NO.ll: Based on tt series of previous p~Lintin&s inve;:stiptins the theme of a split pyrwnid, either spillinl out 
or trttppin& the old JOds, this particular event takes phace in the difl'kest hour before dZ~~wn, when the old &ods 
(niiJllm~es) are allowed their only dun1inion in the n1odern world. Bein& the simplest compositiun of aU 
the Fall ima&es, it heralds the last iind most con1plicated 13th. 
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f3. 
NO.l3: H~r~, in the light of th~ fals~ dawn, the mind of the artist is subjected to a grey world of illusions. 
Alfred Jarry's journeys across land in a sieve (The Adventures of Dr. Faustroll) inspired the use of a sieve -
here a colander - for what would otherwise have been Bosch's ·own boat. The Composition sources are 
two paintings by Bosch, his Ship of Fools and the Haywain (the source of the images of troubadors). The 
Artist appears for the last time before emerging renewed at No.l. · In No.13 the Artist is 'exhausted, child-
like, and reduced. The world of the new gods, the powers of the physical world, has begun to appear self 
sufficient and self propelling. The Artist is not on the boat, but once more at sea, contemplating illusions. 
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